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Our Partners in the Work
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• Edward Smith, Program Officer, The 
Kresge Foundation

• Rick Staisloff, Senior Partner, rpk 
GROUP

• John Nicklow, President, University of 
New Orleans

• Caroline Noyes, Associate Provost for 
Academic Programs, University of New 
Orleans 

• Erin Wheeler, Executive Director, 
College Beyond
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• To explore strategies and tools that identify the Return on Investment in college student success 
initiatives, with an eye toward strengthening business models. By the end of this session, you will 
be able to:

❑ Effectively frame the need for ROI calculations in student 
success strategies 

❑ Shift an institution and funders from focusing on spending 
and budget balancing to a focus on ROI and impact

❑ Learn practical tips for crafting, building, and testing ROI 
tools that evaluate a cross-sector, student success 
initiatives

❑ Use ROI frameworks and analysis to impact institutional 
culture and change models

❑ Learn key program sustainability and scaling metrics

Session Objectives and Outcomes



Kresge’s Education Program: 
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• Strategy Areas: 

– Aligning and Strengthening Urban Higher 
Education Ecosystems.

– Building the Capacity of Institutions Focused on 
Low-income and Underserved Students. 

– Strengthening Pathways to and through College.

• Opportunities of Interest: 

– Promote equity in outcomes and experiences. 

– Long-term sustainability.

– Broad scalability or replicability. 

– Leading to systemic change.

– Reinforce change in geographic focus areas.

– Cross-sector partnerships and networks. 

• Promote postsecondary access 
and success for underserved 
students living in U.S. and South 
African cities.

• Specific focus on students with 
low-income, students of color 
and those who are first in their 
family to attend college.

• Foundation focus cities: Detroit, 
Memphis, and New Orleans.

• Program focus states: 
California, Florida, Michigan, 
and Texas. 



Investing for Impact:  APLU/USU Collaborative Opportunity Grants

• Awarded to 20+ public universities across two cohorts from 2017-2019

• $50K initial investment per institution to launch new or grow existing programs 
with goal of reaching sustainability over three years

• Support emerging programs that transform institutional advocacy practices, 
policies, and return on investment to improve student success and help scale 
sustainable innovation

• Emphasis on community – each initiative must involve a partnership with non-
profit organizations, local governments, health agencies, or school districts

rpk supported all grantees around designing sustainable solutions to community and 
student problems, and measuring progress towards KPIs
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Goals in Applying an ROI Framework in Partnership with Grantees

• Mission, Market, and MarginSM

Alignment 

• Sustainable Innovation towards 
Student Success 

• Knowledge Transfer 
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Mission

Market Margin
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Access, 
Affordability, 
Attainment

Move from 
Spending to 
Investment

Change 
infrastructure 

and culture

then we must get a
better return on 
investment from 
current resources 
through 
understanding levers 
to change the 
business model…

If we are to preserve 
access, ensure 
affordability and 
increase attainment, in 
a world of constrained 
resources and fewer 
students…

which will require a 
strategic approach 
connecting 
financial practice
with institutional 
change models and 
culture. 

To Invest for Impact, We Need to Shift the Frame 

Toward an Understanding of  ROI:



What Do We Mean by ROI?
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Once these ROI shifts occur:

➢ Institutional cost savings can be utilized to reduce 
pressures on price increases.

➢ Institutions are empowered to generate more of the 
resources needed for reinvestment in education quality 
and attainment. 



ROI Means Different Things for Different Stakeholders

Students
Reduced/Stabilized Price, Reduced Time to Degree, Reduction in Excess Credits

Institutions
Increase in Net Revenue, Reduced Unit Costs (e.g., Per SCH, Per Completion)

Systems
Reduction in Duplication of Effort, Creation of Shared Services  

Funders
Increase in Attainment, Addressing Equity 
Gaps, Reduced Cost per Completion, 
Addressing Workforce Shortages, Maximize 
Impact from Funder Resources, Guide 
Future Outlook of Funder Investments
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How Does ROI Connect to Student Affordability?

• Understanding programs 
and services that generate 
net revenue

• Streamlining support 
services

• Aligning resources with 
student success 
investments

• Removing obstacles from 
attainment pathways

• Tracking metrics that 
demonstrate unit cost and 
student success 

ROI Solutions

• Increasing 
governmental 
support 
(state/local)

• Increasing 
financial aid

• Increasing 
private giving

• Obtaining grant 
funding 

Revenue Solutions

Result of Using ROI Solutions

Historically, sustainability has been approached with revenue based solutions.  ROI solutions look to 
reduce the cost of delivering quality learning that leads to a credential.  

• Reduction/stabilization of 
cost, taking pressure off of 
price increases

• Increased efficiency in 
delivery of programs and 
services

• Alignment of 
affordability/attainment 
strategies with resources 
(people, time and dollars)
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So How Might the ROI Lens Impact the Work of  Grantmakers?   

Some emerging best practice

• Start from the beginning – Include a requirement to assess ROI as part 
of every grant

• Be clear about the work – Require clear, tangible outcomes around 
ROI, such as metrics and pro formas

• Do more than just collect data – Work to build capacity at the funded 
organization for understanding and using an ROI lens

• Be prepared to help – Build in resources for technical assistance to 
provide support throughout the grant period



Process with a Peer
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• Is higher education ready to adopt an ROI lens?
• How might the use of an ROI lens impact student success initiatives at 

your organization?



ROI in Action - What Does it Look Like? 
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OER – Removing Obstacles to Student Success
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ROI Proofpoint: OER 
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In Year 1 of the ATD Degree Initiative, OER students saved at least $1.3m, 
or $64 per OER course enrollment.

2016-17 Minimum Savings
(Scenario 4)

Maximum Savings
(Scenario 1)

Student Textbook Savings $1.4m - $1.6m $2.6m

Offsets to Savings
(OER fees and printed course packs/texts)

$86k-$149k $86k-$149k

Net Savings to Students

Average Per Institution
Average Per Section
Average Per OER Student 
(Enrollment)

$1.3m - $1.5m

$52k-$62k
$1,500-$1,800

$64-$77

$2.5m

$100-$102k
$3,000

$123-$126



ROI Proofpoint: Competency-Based Education – Cost-Effectiveness
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• By the sixth year of operation, CBE spending per student averaged:

❑ 50% less than for students in their own traditional programs

❑ Two-thirds less than related Carnegie-sector averages

❑ 20% less than Western Governors University (WGU)

• Cost reductions were widespread across expenditure categories.

• Institutions devoted a larger share of their CBE resources to instruction 
compared to traditional models.



Moving from ROI Understanding to Decision Making - Lessons from CBE
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APLU/USU & rpk GROUP: 

Collaborative Opportunity Grants
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Anatomy of  COG Support from rpk
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Design Session to Develop ROI Thinking

Use of Critical Tools (Pro Forma, Business Model Canvas, Pitch Deck ) 
& Socializing the Process with CFO

Refining & Pitching Ideas

Needs Sensing, Kickoff Webinar & Relationship Building

Ongoing Technical Assistance (Team-Based and Overall)



Sample Tool:  Pro Forma Model
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Sample Tool: Business Model Canvas
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Web
Social Media
Networks 
Offices



Key Learnings Around ROI and Sustainable Innovation

• APLU writing ROI and sustainability into RFPs and TA

• Exposure to ROI lens & idea of multiple bottom lines, as well 
as requirement for grantees to connect with CFO 

• Connection to storytelling and sharing work with internal and 
external audiences

• Structured process with tools teams could use after the grants 
ended

• Teams resonate with business canvas and pitches
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Key Challenges Around ROI and Sustainable Innovation

• Shared language on ROI/sustainability needed at the outset

• More individualized TA needed, especially around finance and 
business elements

• Storytelling was critical – policy and advocacy work was 
connected at the end but could have been brought in sooner

• Funding should be awarded at key milestones as opposed to 
all at once
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ROI in Action

• What examples might you share around ROI in Action within your own 
portfolio of initiatives? 
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The University of New Orleans

October 22, 2019

Only public research  university in 
NOLA

Opened in 1958 as first integrated 
public university in the South

42% of undergrads are first-generation

Most ethnically diverse  college in 
Louisiana
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Privateers’ Compass



challenges

9 percent of low-income students complete college 6 years 
after HS graduation, compared to 77 percent of their more 
affluent peers.

Students who have earned admission to college lack the 
academic, social, and financial support necessary to enroll 
and complete their degrees.

Colleges recognize these challenges, but are constrained by 
limited resources.

Just 61% of public (non-select admission) high school 
graduates in New Orleans enrolled in a 2- or 4-year college
in AY 2017.

Research shows that only 11% of Louisiana black 
undergraduates who enroll at 4-year public universities will 
earn a degree on time.



value proposition

Increase in overall graduation rates of low-
income students through improved campus-
based support

Interrupt cycles of generational poverty by 
changing the landscape of post-secondary 
degree attainment for the GNO region

Decreased number of opportunity youth

Increased regional workforce development



customer segments 

Students
The predominantly low-income, first-generation students of color who graduate from regional 
high schools.

Families Schools Employers



communication channels 

In-
Person

Email

Text

Print

Web

Social 
Media



key activities

College success coaching

for first-year students

Micro-grants to reduce 

financial barriers through 

College success support for Y2

Institutional data-sharing and

continuous improvement

(my treat) 



pro forma

2019 - 2020 2020 – 2021 2021 - 2022

new cohort 100 150 250

total FY/Soph 158 220 363

credit hour/yr 3,794 5,280 8,712

revenue/FTE $12.6K $12.4K $12.4K

expense/FTE $2.5K $2.1K $1.9K



roi/impact

Cohort Count Enrolled
Fall 2019 (%)

2016 36 27.8

2017 74 43.2

2018 83 66.3

2019 100 99.0

Total 29378.3 71.3

66.9
58.9

COLLEGE BEYOND PEER COHORT

Retention by Status
F TO S F TO F2
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Q&A



To continue the dialogue …

• Edward Smith, Program Officer

The Kresge Foundation
EJSmith@kresge.org

• Rick Staisloff, Senior Partner

rpk GROUP
rstaisloff@rpkgroup.com
410-591-9018
www.rpkgroup.com
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http://www.rpkgroup.com/

